
SPIE Proceedings Vol. CR60, Standards and Common Interfaces for VideoInformation Systems, October 25-26, 1995, Philadelphia, USAComparison of the H.263 and H.261 VideoCompression StandardsBernd Girod, Eckehard Steinbach, Niko F�arberTelecommunications InstituteUniversity of Erlangen-NurembergCauerstrasse 7, 91058 Erlangen, Germanygirod@nt.e-technik.uni-erlangen.deInvited PaperDedicated to Prof. Dr.-Ing. H. G. Musmann on the occasion of his60th birthdayABSTRACTThe draft international standard ITU-T H.263 is closely related to the wellknown and widely used ITU-T Recommendation H.261. However, H.263 doesprovide the same subjective image quality at less than half the bit-rate. In thispaper we investigate to what extend single enhancements of H.263 contribute tothis performance gain, and consider the trade-o� quality vs. complexity. Basedon the test sequence \Foreman", H.263 in its default- and optional coding-modes is compared to H.261 on the basis of rate distortion curves at bit-ratesup to 128 kbps. At 64 kbps, the performance gain of H.263 in its default modecompared to H.261 is approximately 2 dB PSNR. This improvement is achievedwith only little increase of complexity, and is mainly due to more accurate mo-tion compensation with half-pel accuracy. Considering the trade-o� quality vs.complexity, the combination of the optional coding-modes \Advanced predic-tion mode" and \PB-frames mode" seems to be a good compromise, resultingin an additional performance gain of 1 dB PSNR at 64 kbps. The \Syntax-based arithmetic coding mode" on the other hand, o�ers only a very smallperformance gain (0.2 dB PSNR at 64 kbps) for its increased computationalcomplexity. Results from pro�ling a H.263 software codec are presented inorder to support complexity considerations of the optional coding-modes.
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1 INTRODUCTIONThe demand for videophone applications over communication channels withlow bandwidth like PSTN or mobile links requires new standards for the com-pression of image sequences at very low bit-rates. Though video transmissionat 64 kbps was already reported in 1979 [1], reasonable picture quality at bit-rates below 64 kbps is still challenging. However, the ITU-T Study Group XVhas now drafted such a standard suitable for video transmission below 64 kbps.The ITU-T draft international standard H.263 [3] is closely related to thewell known and widely used ITU-T recommendation H.261 [2], which has beendesigned by the same Study Group. This close relationship helped to arriveat the new standard in a short period of time, including not only the videocoding algorithm but also the corresponding audio (G.723), multiplex (H.223),control (H.245) and system (H.324) aspects. Though H.261 and H.263 share thesame basic codec structure, there is a signi�cant improvement in performance.Side-by-side comparisons show that the same subjective image quality can beachieved with less than half the bit-rate. This performance gain is due toimproved and optimized coding techniques, as well as optional coding-modes(\options") which may be switched on by the coder. For a given application,however, the trade-o� quality vs. complexity has to be considered as well.Therefore, a comparison of the H.263 and H.261 video compression standardsregarding quality and complexity will be investigated in this paper. We assumethat the reader is familiar with H.261.The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briey describe the hybridcoding structure common to H.261 and H.263. In section 3 the di�erencesbetween the two standards are pointed out, followed by a description of theadditional options of H.263 in section 4. Then we compare the performance ofH.261 and H.263 with several options in section 5. The increase in complexitydue to the H.263 options is discussed in section 6.2 CODER STRUCTUREBoth H.261 [2] and H.263 [3] use the same basic structure of the encoder(Fig. 1). It is a hybrid of interframe prediction exploiting temporal redun-dancy and transform coding of the residual prediction error exploiting spatialredundancy and adaptively reducing spatial resolution. Temporal prediction isbased on a block-based motion estimation (ME) and compensation (MC), whilea discrete cosine transform (DCT) is used for spatial redundancy reduction.
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The motion compensated prediction error is subdivided into 8�8 blocksand each block is transformed by the DCT. The coe�cients are quantized(Q) and pairs of zero-runs and quantizer levels are combined, resulting in anvariable length codeword (VLC) for each block. One of 31 uniform thresholdquantizers may be selected adaptively. Finally, run-level pairs, motion vectors(MV), and quantization parameters (Qp) are entropy coded along with otherside information and multiplexed to the bitstream.
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Figure 1: The hybrid coding structure of H.261 and H.2633 DIFFERENCESThough H.261 and H.263 share the same basic coding structure, there areboth minor and major di�erences. These are covered in this section. A specialsection is dedicated to the H.263-options, which are further enhancements notincluded in H.261.Target bit-rateThe target bit-rate of H.261 is p�64 kbps (p = 1,2,: : :,30) whereas H.263aims at bit-rates below 64 kbps. Those bit-rates reect the typical applicationsenvisioned when the standards were designed. In the case of H.261, this wasvisual telephony over ISDN, whereas H.263 shall enable the same service overPSTN (e.g., using V.34).
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Picture formatsH.261 operates on two picture formats, CIF (Common Intermediate For-mat) and quarter-CIF (QCIF). As the name implies, the spatial resolution ofQCIF is one quarter of the CIF-resolution. In addition to CIF and QCIF,H.263 supports a third format called sub-QCIF. As can be seen in Table 1, thespatial resolution is further reduced by a factor of approximately 2. Sub-QCIFresolution does further limit the image quality, but it does provide a better sub-jective impression at extremely low bit-rates, e.g., below 10 kbps. In addition,the reduced number of samples is attractive for inexpensive low-end terminals.CIF 352�288 pelsQCIF 176�144 pelssub-QCIF 128�96 pelsTable 1: Spatial resolution of luminance componentsMotion compensation accuracyWhile H.261 is limited to motion compensation (MC) with integer-pel ac-curacy, H.263 provides half-pel accuracy. We will see in section 5, that thisextension improves performance signi�cantly. The improvement due to half-pel MC is a well established fact [6] and has already been utilized successfullyin ITU-T H.262 (MPEG-2) [7].Filter in the loopH.261 utilizes a spatial lowpass �lter in the predictor, the \�lter in theloop", which can be switched on a macroblock basis. H.263 does not includesuch a loop �lter. This is in fact the only feature from H.261 not adoptedby H.263. Since there is a signi�cant performance gain due to loop �lteringin H.261, this may seem surprising. The reason, however, is that the bilinearinterpolation used in H.263 for half-pel MC introduces spatial lowpass �lteringas a side a�ect. In addition, one of the H.263 options includes overlapped blockMC (see section 4), which has an inherent �ltering e�ect as well.GOB layerBoth standards use a hierarchical syntax decomposing a sequence into pic-tures, group of blocks (GOB), and macroblocks (MB). In H.263, the size ofa GOB has been reduced to a single MB-row (11 MBs for QCIF, 8 MBs forsub-QCIF) compared to three MB-rows (11�3 MBs) in H.261. The seconddi�erence in the GOB layer is that H.263 allows to insert header informationoptionally. This enables the coder, e.g., to insert extra synchronization words,or to reduce the overhead for applications requiring a lower robustness.
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Error correctionThe ITU-T Recommendation H.261 includes forward error correction usinga BCH (511,493) code, while no particular error protection scheme is recom-mended for H.263. However, ITU-T Study Group XV continues to work onerror protection for applications of H.263, e.g. , in mobile environments.OtherBesides the di�erences mentioned above H.263 contains several minor im-provements compared to H.261, which shall be explained briey. Though eachsingle improvement only makes a small di�erence, they all add up and contrib-ute to the overall performance.� VLC tablesAccording to the new syntax, there are several new tables for variablelength codes (VLC). Other tables are optimized for better performance.E. g., the events coded in the VLC table for DCT coe�cients now consistof triplets (run, level, eob) rather than pairs (run, level).� Motion vector predictionMotion vectors are coded di�erentially as in H.261, but with a moresophisticated predictor. Not only the preceding MB is used for prediction,but also MBs in the previous MB-row.� Adaptation of quantization parameterWhile H.261 allows any quantizer for any MB, H.263 restricts the tran-sitions from MB to MB within a GOB to the two next coarser or �nerquantizers. This yields a smaller and more e�ective VLC table.� Macroblock addressingFor skipped MBs, H.261 uses a MB address (MBA) indicating how manyMBs are skipped. In H.263, for every skipped MB a single bit (COD) istransmitted. 4 H.263 OPTIONSAn H.263-coder may use optional coding techniques (\options") to furtherimprove its performance. Options have to be negotiated with the decoder viaexternal means (for example according to ITU-T H.246). There are four optionsavailable in H.263, which will be briey explained in the following.
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